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Abstract 
Tverberg, H., On a coin tossing problem by G. Bennett, Discrete Mathematics 115 (1993) 293-294. 
For a certain class of games, Bennett proved that player B never has a smaller chance of winning 
than player A. Here we give a proof which keeps strictly to the original problem environment. 
Bennett [ 11, discusses the following problem: A and B are two players, playing with 
coins P and Q. A target set T in N x N is given, and A plays as follows. He tosses 
P until he gets heads in, say, the mth tossing, and then he tosses Q until he gets heads 
in, say, the nth tossing. He wins if (m, n)~ T. 
B plays differently. He tosses P and Q simultaneously, and stops when he gets heads 
on both in, say, the kth tossing. If k<l TI, he wins. Bennett [l] proves that the 
probability of winning is at least as large for B as for A, and asks for a more 
‘probabilistic’ proof of this. This is what we give here. 
We first modify the target Tin a way which improves the situation for A, without 
affecting that of B. If, say, r 3 1 and (r, s)4 T, while (r + 1, S)E T, then A is better off if one 
adds (r, s) to T and removes (r + 1, s). This follows from the fact that A’s probability of 
winning is 
x(1 -P)~-~P(~-~~-‘cL (j, WET, 
where p(q) denotes the probability of heads with P (Q). 
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Clearly, B is not affected by this change in T, and after a number of such changes we 
may assume T to be a staircase, i.e., 
T={l ) . ..) il} x (l}u...{l, . ..) il} x {Y), 
where 
. 
11>123’.’ 3i,>l. 
With this T, A can play equally well as follows. He tosses P ( T( times and gets heads 
some times, corresponding to a subset HP of (1, . . . , ) Tj} and then he gets, likewise, 
a subset H, of (1, . . . . 1 T(}. If HP x H, hits T, he wins, for then the SW ‘corner’ of 
HP x H, hits T. 
B can also play like A, except that his aim is to hit 
D={(l, 1),(2,2), ...>(ITI. ITI)& 
This is obvious. 
We modify T further. We change it by moving an element of T from a row 
(horizontal or vertical) of 
{l, . . . . ITI> x (1, . . . . ITI), 
which contains more than one element of T, into a row (of the same sort) not 
meeting T. We shall see below that this is not disadvantageous to A. After at most 
21 TI - 1 changes like this, T has the form 
((l,_ir), . . . , (I Tl,_h)J, 
where 
G 1, . ..&}=(l. . . . . ITI), 
and now the symmetry of the situation shows that A and B are equally well off. 
It remains to check the effect on A’s winning chances if Tis changed into T', say, by 
the replacement of (x, u) by (y, u), where 
Tn({y} ~(1, . . . . ITI))=@ 
His chances of winning by an outcome of the form HP x H,, with (x, y} CHP or 
(x, y> nH, = $9 are clearly unaffected. The outcomes HP x H,, where XEH~, y$Hp are 
in an obvious bijection with those where x$Hp, yeHp, and it is clear that if HP x H, 
meets T but not T', then its associate (HP- {x} u{y}) x H, meets T' but not T. This 
shows that A is not worse off with T'. 
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